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Andrew Johnson

From: David Amos [david.raymond.amos@gmail.com]
Sent: 20 May 2012 18:49
To: bairdj; pm; tracy; bob.rae; michael.ignatieff; MulcaT; andre; peter.dauphinee; law; 

oldmaison@yahoo.com; davidc.coon; coderd1; dions1; tim4nm@gmail.com; 
GlobalResearchNews; Deanna Spingola; We are Fred up; evelyngreene; sallybrooks25
@yahoo.ca; jacques_poitras@cbc.ca; Daniel.Conley@state.ma.us; Wayne.Lang; robin 
reid

Cc: Barry Winters; Barry.Shaw; Mackay.P
Subject: dOther than Mr Baconfat Does anyone remember the Russian Cargo Ship called the 

Arctic Sea???

----- Original Message -----
From: "Barry Winters" <sunrayzulu@shaw.ca>
To: "David Amos" <david.raymond.amos@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 4:11 PM
Subject: Re: Russian Cargo Ship - Arctic Sea

Tuesday, October 6, 2009
The Middle East and David Amos spam
Oh dear, so our "amerkan friend" thinks that the"war drums" are beating on "Parliament 
Hill" for a war with Iran. So while David Amos thinks or hopes Denis Coderre will 
phone or e mail him, whilst Denis' political career has evapourated , the Liberal 
Party of Eastern Kanada has self-destructed. The NDP has become ever more so 
irrelevant, and if the NDP did force a election it would have lost between 10 and 15 
seats. Indeed the ONLY people in Canada that want or wanted an election is us Tories, 
the Canadian electorate did NOT.

The Liberal Party of Eastern kanada has alway been ambivilant, if not pro-Palestinian 
in its view and policy. The Bloc Quebecois has a long tradition of being openly anti-
Semitc. The Tories are indeed pro Israeli and, if anything is the right geo-political 
posistion for Canada to take.

In 1936 through 1939 the "western powers" decided that peace could and would be 
obtained through appeasement with Nazi Germany. Nevile Chamberlain's "I bring you 
peace in our time" encouraged and enabled the Nazi's to brings the world most terrible 
war of time.

"Those that do not learn from the mistakes of history are condemned to repeat them". 
So as a long dead socialist once said, "what is to be done"?

What the "great unwashed and uneducated" do NOT know is; Iran is a threat to moderate 
Arabs States and, that Iran even now exports a most virulent form of Islamic 
fundamentalism even NOW. OSINT (open source intel) suggests that IAF, NATO and USAF 
air forces have already secured Arab overflight permissions if a pre-emptive strike is 
deemed required.

The Iranian nuclear threat is NOT merely a threat to Israel and the wider Middle East. 
Iran is equiped with Shihab IIs,IIs, IIIs, IVs and very soon if not now Shihab V 
ballistic missile systems that can take EU capitals and US interests under fire.

In some ways this destabilization is a reprise of the Communist actions of the Cold 
War era and the Cuban Missile Crisis. Iran's nuclear technology is being aided by the 
Russian (andothers) and the missile delivery platforms are being provided by North 
Korea /China.

Western Powers over the last several years has spent billions upon billions of dollars 
to encourge and cultivate the population of Iran to revolt against its tyranical Islam 
regime and thus recent events in Iran are indicative of that.....but that has not 
reduced the threat, it grows.
Current and past efforts to create a "regime change" have yet to bear fruit, yet they 
have come close.

Now the current Iranian regime is bring this geo-political and militay situation past 
the point of critical mass...aqnd the pre-emptive strike that was seriously 
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contemplated and trained for a year, year and a half ago..may well be imminent.

A year ago a pre-emptive strike on Irans nuclear facilities even useing a variety of 
conventional and special weapons including B61-11s (low yield tactical nuclear 
weapons) civilian colateral dammage would have been very minimal. Now that is NOT the 
case. Iran's nuclear facilities are more hardened, more dispersed and there are now 
more of them. Iran's people will pay the price of their "government's" nuclear 
ambitions with their lives.

Iran's "Mad Mullahs" have said that "Israel must be wiped off the map", and "it is the 
duty of every Muslim to destroy Israel and to kill Jews"...That Jihad is a religous 
duty....Alas this Islamic regime by threatening Israel, the wider Middle East,world-
wide American interests, and the EU...encouraged by China and Russia...will ensure the 
martyrdom of millions of Iranians.

This is 1939 all over again.....Iran will be stopped this time.
Notwithstanding David Amos' insane hyperbole and really annoying spam ...Canada may 
well have a small and insignificant role in all this...NATO and our "amerkan cousins" 
will indeed let us know what ...and no matter what party was to form or forms 
government...it will simply acquiece to "our allies" bidding

Posted by Seren at 10:51 AM

----- Original Message -----
From: "David Amos" <david.raymond.amos@gmail.com>
To: <VanLoan.P@parl.gc.ca>; "vanlop1" <vanlop1@parl.gc.ca>; "dions1"
<dions1@parl.gc.ca>; "Barry Winters" <sunrayzulu@shaw.ca>; "splitting_the_sky" 
<splitting_the_sky@yahoo.com>; "Ignatieff. M"
<Ignatieff.M@parl.gc.ca>; "Jack - M.P. Layton" <Layton.J@parl.gc.ca>; "Duceppe. G" 
<Duceppe.G@parl.gc.ca>; "coderd1" <coderd1@parl.gc.ca>; <coderd@parl.gc.ca>; 
"Dean.Buzza" <Dean.Buzza@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>; <william.elliott@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>; "John. 
Foran" <John.Foran@gnb.ca>; "MichaelB. Murphy" <MichaelB.Murphy@gnb.ca>; "PATRICK. 
MURPHY"
<PATRICK.MURPHY@dhs.gov>
Cc: "drbilldeagle" <drbilldeagle@hotmail.com>; "drcarley"
<drcarley@gmail.com>; "jane burgermeister" <janeburgermeister@gmx.at>; "kerry" 
<kerry@projectcamelot.org>; "bill" <bill@projectcamelot.org>; "Campbell Rebecca" 
<rebeccaphb@yahoo.com>; "Penny Bright"
<waterpressure@gmail.com>; "Edith. Cody-Rice" <Edith.Cody-Rice@cbc.ca>; 
<oldmaison@yahoo.com>; "Dan Fitzgerald" <danf@danf.net>; "Richard Harris"
<injusticecoalition@hotmail.com>; "William J. Wagener"
<producer@onsecondthought.tv>; "eachtem" <eachtem@hotmail.com>; "Byron Prior" 
<alltrue@nl.rogers.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 3:35 PM
Subject: Fwd: Russian Cargo Ship - Arctic Sea

----- Original Message -----
From: "David Amos" <david.raymond.amos@gmail.com>
To: <reply@kucinich.us>; "PATRICK. MURPHY" <PATRICK.MURPHY@dhs.gov>; "Daniel.Conley" 
<Daniel.Conley@state.ma.us>; "jacques_poitras"
<jacques_poitras@cbc.ca>; "jacques.boucher"
<jacques.boucher@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>; <t.j.burke@gnb.ca>; "whistleblower"
<whistleblower@ctv.ca>; "911truth" <911truth@rogers.com>; "foreign"
<foreign@nytimes.com>; <forest@conservationcouncil.ca>; "A. True Ott PhD ND"
<atrueott@msn.com>; "Psam Frank" <psamfrank@gmail.com>; "frank.pingue"
<frank.pingue@thomsonreuters.com>; "sandra.conlin@rcmp-grc.gc.ca"
<Sandra.Conlin@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>; "Paulette. Delaney-Smith"
<Paulette.Delaney-Smith@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Cc: "tim4nm" <tim4nm@gmail.com>; "tim.turner" <tim.turner@gov.ab.ca>; "tim.
porter" <Tim.Porter@gnb.ca>; "carl. davies" <carl.davies@gnb.ca>; "Barry Winters" 
<sunrayzulu@shaw.ca>; "Barry.MacKnight"
<Barry.MacKnight@fredericton.ca>; "GlobalResearchNews"
<GlobalResearchNews@yahoo.com>; "Mohawk Nation News"
<kahentinetha2@yahoo.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 12:42 PM
Subject: Fwd: Russian Cargo Ship - Arctic Sea

----- Original Message -----
From: "David Amos" <david.raymond.amos@gmail.com>
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To: "Adam L Tucker" <adam@just3ants.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 06, 2009 3:24 PM
Subject: Re: Russian Cargo Ship - Arctic Sea

Thanx Adam I will spread the word Glad to see that you are still kicking too

> On 10/6/09, Adam L Tucker <adam@just3ants.com> wrote:
>> David I hope this finds you well.

> David I hope this finds you well.
>
>
>
> The following email was sent to us by highly decorated soldier US Army 
> SSGT David Bellavia who is considered a "war hero" as he has received 
> a Silver Star and is nominated for a Medal of Honor. The interview 
> below was conducted one day prior to David sending us the following 
> email using an alias of Felix Gutierrez.
>
>
>
> Glenn Beck, Bellavia & Spalding Discuss Obama's Civil National 
> Security Force
>
> http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-RX0Zv_XtHk
>
>
>
> From: David Bellavia <http://www.davidbellavia.com/about.htm> , alias 
> Felix Gutierrez
> Date: August 29, 2009 2:03:22 AM PDT
> To: Gary S. Gevisser
> Subject: sparkling
>
>
> Topic: Hijacking of the Arctic Sea
>
> Overview:
>
> On or about 23 July 2009 the 4,000 ton dry cargo vessel Arctic Sea 
> left port from Finland with a destined dock date in Bejaia, Algeria of 
> 4 August 2009.
> This vessel was Maltese registered and owned by Sokhart Management 
> carrying just under 2 million (US dollars) in what the ships log 
> described as "lumber shavings and paper pulp."
>
> Arctic Sea's crew consisted of 13, mostly Russian and Latvian nationals.
> Crew members reported that on or about July 24, 2009, ten heavily 
> armed, masked men boarded the Arctic Sea and bound the crew. After a 
> 12 hour search of the vessel the "pirates" departed without warning, 
> no one was injured and nothing was taken from the vessel. The crew 
> reported the incident and continued to their destination: Algeria
>
> Four days later, on 28 July 2009 at approximately 0325 hours, 12 
> masked men, wearing black tactical military styled uniforms with white 
> printing on the back that read "Policia" boarded the Arctic Sea. There 
> was no confirmation that these were the same men from six days 
> previous. The "pirates" spoke broken English, although no member of 
> the 13 man crew spoke any language but their native tongue. After the 
> ship was seized, the 13 man crew was bound and assaulted (broken bones 
> and severe lacerations) the ships course was changed and the 
> navigational system was deactivated.
>
> On 29 July 2009 British coastguard vessels would make routine contact 
> with the Arctic Sea just off the coast of Northern France and hours 
> later it would disappear off the radar all together.  The last radio 
> contact was made by Swedish officials and when they spoke to the 
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> captain of the vessel, in Russian, on 31 July 2009. There were no 
> reports of any "abnormal activity."
>
> For a period of 16 days, no European radar or satellite imagery could 
> pick up a trace of the vessel. The Arctic Sea was missing.
>
> Ukrainian sources would inform "Western Powers" that on or about 14 
> July 2009, the Arctic Sea went through ten days of preparation in the 
> highly trafficked sea port of Kaliningrad, Russia, just 50 km 
> northeast of Gdansk.
> Ukrainian sources would inform "Western Powers" that the bulkhead of 
> the Arctic Sea was dismantled making it easier for the possible 
> transport of military ballistic weapon contraband or conventional 
> anti-aircraft armaments. The sources also relayed that prior alleged "weapon 
shipments"
> to
> countries such as Syria and Iran have also launched from North Africa.
>
> Multiple containers were removed and some were reorganized from their 
> original positions. The crew of the Arctic Sea would later reveal upon 
> questioning that the crew was kept away from the "mechanical operations"
> and
> they "understood they may be carrying something other than their 
> manifest."
> The weight in Kaliningrad was noted to be just under 6,500 tons of 
> "wood shavings" which is quite different than the 4,000 weight limit 
> of the vessel. This can be attributed to a simple error or perhaps the 
> actual weight of the current freight which was added erroneously, but 
> according to the Arctic Sea's paperwork, all cargo was loaded and 
> registered in Finland.
>
> 1 August 2009, "pirates" allegedly on board the Arctic Sea call 
> undisclosed authorities in Russia and claim to "blow up the ship" 
> unless their demands are met. The asking price for the ransom is never 
> disclosed and the number to the ship is never given to other 
> intelligence agencies for assistance.
> No
> further contact is made, according to Russian authorities.
>
> 2 August 2009 the Russian military spokesman confirms that the counter 
> submarine vessel Ladny is sent that morning to intercept the Arctic 
> Sea as it heads out toward the Atlantic Ocean. No one else in the 
> Russian military or the media is even alerted to this being of any 
> "significant importance that would dictate a naval intercept." No 
> fixed wing or orbital platform airships are acknowledged to be 
> launched to cross international air space.
>
> When the Arctic Sea doesn't port at Bejaia, Algeria on 4 August, the 
> international media is alerted that the Arctic Sea is lost with no 
> "Western Power" tracking it from sky or by sea.
>
> United States Naval ships, already in the area, are alerted but vow to 
> allow Russia to handle the recovery of the Arctic Sea and stand by to 
> provide "support" if needed.
>
> 14 August 2009, American vessels locate the Arctic Sea and report on 
> radar the Russian Ladny closing fast on Cape Verde Island off the West 
> Coast of Africa in international waters. Ground surveillance sources 
> allege that dozens of "Hazmat" dressed individuals comb the ship and 
> 1/3 of the containers are removed with" heavy equipment."
>
> At that time investigators confirm deep welding torch signatures and 
> portions of the bulkhead that appeared to have been "hastily" removed. 
> The Arctic Sea in its natural state would not be able to carry any 
> such cargo unless the heavy bulk head was removed.
>
> 16 August 2009, the repatriation of the Arctic Sea is announced by the 
> Portuguese media. Reports claim the Arctic Sea was ordered to stop by 
> the Ladny and when the ship complied the Russian forces boarded. The 
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> Russian Ministry of Defense reports that the Arctic Sea anchors almost 
> 500km from the island, although other sources report that the Arctic 
> Sea was docked and "heavy equipment was removing cargo." According to 
> Russian and Portuguese media, The Ladny anchors nearby and Russian 
> authorities detain 8 "pirates"
> from Estonia, Latvia and Russia. They are quickly taken back in 
> helicopters and sent back to Russia to face charges.
>
> No weapons are found on the Arctic Sea. Ground surveillance sources 
> reveal that four Ray Ban sunglasses bags, stretched low and "heavily burdened"
> are
> carried off the Arctic Sea. When opened, Russian authorities gather 
> "spastically" around, some holding their palms up to inspect while 
> others "crane their heads in close to see the small contents."  The 
> contents cannot be authenticated but it is believed to have "high 
> value" and not "traditional currency."
>
> Repelling harnesses, D rings, 20 meters of rope, star cluster flares 
> and a high speed inflatable boat were seized on the decks of the 
> Arctic Sea. One source noted later that, "the pilot of that inflatable 
> boat would have to be an expert to navigate the choppy waters and the 
> heavy disproportionate wake of the Arctic Sea near Finland or France."
>
> The waterways in which the Arctic Sea was hijacked are amongst some of 
> the busiest and highly trafficked shipping lanes in the world. From a 
> tactical standpoint the pirates would have been much better served to 
> wait for the ship to near Northern Africa than to attack the Arctic 
> Sea near France where they could be easily spotted by any number of 
> merchant vessels.
>
> Also of note, 16 August 2009, Israeli President Shimon Peres meets 
> hastily with President Dmitry Medvedev to discuss immediately cutting 
> off all shipments of missile technology, training and development from 
> Russia to the Islamic Republic of Iran.
>
> <http://jta.org/news/article/2009/08/16/1007271/peres-to-meet-medvedev
> > 
> http://jta.org/news/article/2009/08/16/1007271/peres-to-meet-medvedev
>

Saturday, September 26, 2009
So now lets deal with our pedophile Yank anti-Semite So, let's clear things up for the 
further education and enlightenment of our "amerkan friend" , convicted felon and one 
time ward of the state ...David Amos. That reminds me, David do your abused kids know 
their father is an anti-Semite...They say that sexually abused kids are abused because 
their parents were abused. Do your kids fuck their kids? Did YOU know who your father 
was?. Or for that matter did your mother know who your father was?
Did your father fuck YOU in the ass?

So our butt-fucked sick animal David Amos hates Jews and "nasty zionists".
Well David, Zionism is simply Jews going home. In fact 2000 years preceeding the Birth 
of khrist...there was a Jewish State that was larger than Eretz Israel is now.There 
never in recorded human history was a nation state or ethnicity called "palestine" or 
"palestinians"....There are 24 Arab states in theMiddle East. Quite frankly I see NO 
need for a twenty-fifth.

YOU never lost money to "your so-called Jew bankers, and or banks" because YOU never 
had ten cents to your name in your entire perverted life....So where does all your 
racist hate come from? Bernie Madoff was NOT a "nasty zionist" Bernie Madoff is, was a 
Jewish thief...who YOU never met, never knew and will never know. And notwithstanding 
the crap you spout to try and get on second rate "puter" radio show in the US put on 
by perverts like you...neither have I met Bernie Madoff.

So you spend your day instead of earning a living, by trying to find any "puter" "talk 
show" anywhere to tell "everone what great amerkan patriot"
you are and how you were "made homeless by the gawdamn US govmit"....

So just what the FUCK does an ersatz "klansman" and "poseur proud kanadian"have to 
with corruption and being a phoney "whistleblower in New Yawk State?"
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NO ONE listens to you. The New Brunswick medical fraternity tells you to fuck off. The 
Atlantic Canada radio talk show circuit tells you to fuck off.
CBC tells you to fuck off, the NewBrunswick legislature has banned you from the 
building.

David ...your "father" fucked you, you fuck your kids and other chjildren and your 
kids fuck your grandkids...I think they call that poetic justice Posted by Seren at 
11:14 PM
2 comments:

  David Raymond Amos said...
  Clearly you have no idea who you are fucking with pussy. However it seems that your 
RCMP buddies have to move your number one fan Dana Baby Durnford the Newfy diddler in 
pissy pampers ASAP EH Mr Baconfat?

  Apparentely you bastards are all shitting bricks after purported true confessions 
that your palls the dumb shills Dirty Dicky Dean and Dana Baby Durnford published on 
the Internet. One was hooked at the hip with the Hells Angels and the other with the 
Outlaws and they are now both informants forthe RCMP? Now that is truly funny.

  All I am is a scootertramp whom everybody and his dog attacked because I happened to 
blow the whistle to the IRS in order to protect the rights and interests of my little 
Clan.

  Many years later after the econom tanked Bernie Madoff was forced to spill some 
beans and make a deal in confidence witht he corrupt Feds attcking mean old me. The 
Feds sic a drunken Zionist spin doctor and the RCMP on mean old me and think that I 
don't know the score?

  As I always said I am to dumb to know fear and you can't fool me because I am too 
stupid. However on the other hand people such as you Mr Baconfat prove to me on a 
daily basis that the Forest Gump character was a truly wise guy.

  "Stupid is as Stupid Does"

  Before you practise your MO and make this comment go "Poof" then deny it you should 
well know by now that the proof that it was once posted in your evil blog is winging 
its way to many other people who hate you as much as I do. We all deserve to have a 
good laugh reading the words of a perverted pussy pissing in his pampers as an evil 
Zionist starts packing his bags to return to his purported promised land. You ain't a 
true Canadian not by any long shot of any sniper that you dudes have been promising to 
send against me for years. The likes of you evil bastards are not welcome in MY 
nativeland as long as I have breath to say or do anything about it EH?

  Say Hoka Hey to you buddy Gaby Baby for me when you get back to you precious safe 
harbour will ya MR Baconfat?

  Obviously your butt buddy Dana Baby posted this shit in my old blog first thing 
sunday morning. what better day to return the favour and post it in his pal the 
Zionist blog? Who is celebrating what lately? Its hard to keep up with all you 
religious freaks and your silly rituals.

  Anonymous has left a new comment on the post "Me and Bush":

  Amos...since you or whoever decided to once again bring 1% bikers into this, maybe 
it's high time I brought out into the open something that I think you already knew but 
for whatever reason never mentioned.

  You know I used to ride before my diving accident. Most people don't know that. At 
any rate Amos...remember the first ghost account I attacked you and Werner Bock with 
last year? PortHardyOFFO was the name. Now Amos...I know YOU know what this means, but 
I wonder for everyone else's benefit if they can put it together.

  O-F-F-O

  1%-ers...O-F-F-O...the fact that I'm not afraid to talk about the Hell's Angels and 
what FAGS they are...O-F-F-O...
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  Every cop Amos sends this to just shit massive bricks, and Amos climaxed all over 
himself with excitement. Trouble is, NOT EVEN THIS revelation is going to get me in 
any trouble Amos.

  What part of PROTECTED ASSET don't you understand you fuckin idiot?

  Posted by Anonymous to Just Dave at Sunday, September 27, 2009

  Anonymous noreply-comment@blogger.com Sun, Sep 27, 2009 at 7:41 AM
  To: David.Raymond.Amos@gmail.com

  Anonymous has left a new comment on the post "Me and Bush":

  OUTLAWS FOREVER, FOREVER OUTLAWS!!!!

  Posted by Anonymous to Just Dave at Sunday, September 27, 2009

  September 27, 2009 8:49 AM

  David Raymond Amos said...
  Well well Mr Baconfat

  Thanx for admitting that you are the dude down the road from Sean Lowe of National 
Security who has visited your butt buddy Dirty Dicky Dean in the past. No doubt it was 
on your behalf because in early 2007 you asked for some Intel on who he was aand where 
to find him CORRECT?

  Then when you attacked Robin Reid and I this spring You got very nervous months ago 
when I informed her about you becaue you thought she was a guy, That was truly funny 
but what your associates did to her certainly was not.

  On the topic of your falsely accusing me of being an Aniti Semite or a pedophile or 
any of my family members acting in such a fashion, where is your proof to support such 
slander or beeter yet who is your lawyer Barry Baby?

  With regards to Jews I respect some and others I don't the same holds true for 
Catholics, Bikers, Quakers and Frenchmen or many a merry band of brothers that you 
wish to name. I belong to no associations whatsoever.
However I do hate ALL zionists and facists and evil people such as yourself.
You are the type of miserable bastards who start wars and then revel in them. The fact 
that you have been pounding on the drums of war against Iran is proven within nearly 
every piece of malicous work of yours that I have managed to find published on the 
web. You are one very sick evil old dog of war of that I have no doubt. However if you 
were ever in the military as you claim and an officer too boot then you likely never 
had to get your boots dirty or bloody your hands. Did ya? You fancy dudes leave such 
dirty deeds to the great unwashed. You snobs just get to brag about it at fancy dinner 
for years afterwards tis all.

  You also go on and on about Bernie Madoff and I but you seem to forget what you 
published in your blog back in June. What part of the US Attorney's email to me do you 
think is BULLSHIT? Furthermore within that email exchange aren't most of the lawyers I 
am communicating with jewish? Where do you zionists wish to claim that the 65 billion 
or so went? To the Vatican or thin air? I will bet dimes to dollars that zionists got 
it all.

  You don't celebrate jewish holy days thus methinks you are not a jew.
However you are still a zionist nevertheless CORRECT? When you called Bernie Madoff a 
jewish thief I believe you were showing your nasty arse as an anti semite and inviting 
me to boot it and so I shall.

  You tell me not to post email addresses etc. Perhaps you should check your work and 
read my comment real slow and wonder what I will post next EH Mr Baconfat? Today is D 
Day in the House of commons for your hero Harper. Lets see if an old bike mechanic can 
through awrench in the works byway of you.
Guess who is calling a lot of liberal and NDP poeple and pointing his fingure at your 
blog? Thanx for not making it go "Poof"

  http://baconfat53.blogspot.com/2009/06/davids-bullshit.html
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  Stupid Is As Stupid Does Nes'y Pas?

  Herein endth another lesson

  October 1, 2009 7:21 AM
Thursday, October 1, 2009
"Sympathy for the devil"
I must say I feel some sympathy for Denis Coderre. There are many liberals calling for 
his expulsion from Caucus and the Liberal Party of eastern kanada. The Liberals are 
torn asunder ...and David Amos is phoning him and sending e mails to him...David wants 
answers "don'tchya know"....David phones also calls his "good friend iggy" to protect 
him from me! Oh Dear another call from David Amos, Mr Ignatief!!!!
lol
He spams their e mails and others whining and crying and begging on bent knee to be 
spared, for their interccession...to be delivered from me.. and my tender mercies 
..lol

I think the "por ole liberals" have now more than enough on their plate than to be 
harassed by you that,,, "ture amerkan patriot made homeless by the evil US govmit"

David ..exercise your US second ammendment rights to "bear arms and put the barrel of 
the gun in your mouth....and pull the trigger Posted by Seren at 1:26 PM
2 comments:

  David Raymond Amos said...
  Perhaps you should put down the pipe Mr Baconfat and review your own Blog

  You did publish this CORRECT?

  http://baconfat53.blogspot.com/2009/06/spamming-pedophile.html

  BTW thanx for the email earlier dummy I will relish it anjd blog it as well. 
Methinks that your lawyer should have told ya to quit with the death threats and the 
false allegations by now.

  Stupid Is As Stupid Does EH Iggy?

  Herein endth another lesson that a drunken nomind zionist will never read let alone 
heed.

  Veritas Vincit
  David Raymond Amos

  October 1, 2009 6:09 PM

  David Raymond Amos said...
  Yo Mr Baconfat

  Remember this blog of yours?

  http://baconfat53.blogspot.com/2009/06/did-you-tell-mla-elniski.html

  I forgot to ask the all knowing zionist something rather politically important. You 
boast of your knowledge of me being denied my rights under Section 2 of the Charter 
and being illegally banished from parliamentry properties while I was exercising my 
rights under Section 3 of the Charter and running for public office but you fail to 
say why. How come? You had lots of mean nasty ugly things to say about such things 
this spring on Danny Boy Fitzgerald's blog until he deemed it fit to block you and I 
from our spit and chew. Correct?

  http://qslspolitics.blogspot.com/search?q=amos

  Whereas of late you seem to be developing a certain sympathy for your fellow devils 
on the opposite side of the political barbed wire that surrounds the House of 
Chickenshits in far off Upper Canada, are you gonna be nice to the lady NDP lawyers in 
your wicked western town now? After all their sneaky federal boss Jacky Boy ordered 
them all to kinda sorta support your puppet master Harper and they obeyed. Even the 
dumb Newfy Harris of Danny Boy Millions old law firm did as he was told today by "The 
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Powers That Be" in upper Canada. Furthermore the lady lawyers did not sue you long ago 
for your obvious slander of them.

  http://baconfat53.blogspot.com/2009/06/rachel-notley-should-shut-fuck-up.html

  While on the topic even the Canadian Human Rights Commissioners never defended her 
supposed good name either and at leaast one is a QC nonetheless. A purported former 
military officer should have some sort of respect for that label EH? Hell you don't 
even have any respect for my family some of whom are still in military service you 
even denied that my father's friend whom I am named after David Hornell won the 
Victoria Cross.
You brag of your father and uncle landing in Normandy but deny that my mother's 
brother Raymond did too(I am also named after him as well) Raymond was killed on June 
7th Who knows he may have even been friends with your father and uncle. I will lay 
odds that a lot of ghosts are rolling in their graves over your bullshit about my 
family history in an effort to try to impeach my character. Whereas I was honoured to 
be given decent men's names, consider me a witness for the dead so that they may rest 
in peace. In my humble opinion YOU are the kind of character my forefathers and their 
friends fought against. Need I say again that I am PROUD that the likes of you hate 
mean old me?

  http://baconfat53.blogspot.com/2009/06/jennifer-lynchfuck-you.html

  http://baconfat53.blogspot.com/2009/06/rights.html

  http://baconfat53.blogspot.com/2009/06/deport-nazi-extradite-pedophile-and.html

  http://baconfat53.blogspot.com/2009/06/welcome-to-alberta-human-rights.html

  I was not born yesterday in fact Werner Bock and I are both older that you Barry 
Baby and I have come to expect malicious treatment from corrupt law enforcement 
authorities and abuse from evil people suchas yourself. However the fact that your 
slander of Muslims, First Nations folks and the Commissioners of Human rights was 
ignored by them and her flat out amazed me. I figured your goose was cooked for sure 
when you did that.

  Need I say I was not surprised when you "Poofed" all my posts in defence of my 
fellow man?

  http://baconfat53.blogspot.com/2009/06/indian-thieves.html

  Hence these observations of mine and the diddler Dana Durnford's recent bragging 
within in my blog brings me to a certain conclusion.

  Methinks the RCMP must have you listed as a "Protected Asset" just like your cyber 
butt buddies Dirty Dicky Dean and the perverted Newfy pampers Diddling Dana Durnford. 
How else can you be allowed to slander, sexually harass and threaten to kill people on 
a daily basis with immunity from prosecution?

  True? or False?

  For the public record the links provided above are from YOUR published work not mine

  N'esy Pas Mr Baconfat?

  Veritas Vincit
  David Raymond Amos

  October 1, 2009 8:50 PM
Thursday, October 1, 2009
Stuipid as stupid does
Once again the pedophile DavidAmos and wannabe kanadian says he is "the real McCoy" 
the "real deal", he will "double dawg dare ya". Oh dear "amerkan idioms from our 
"trueamerkan patriot made homeless byt he evil US govmit"
Our wannabe kanuk certainly does NOT speak like a Canadian

David Amos the "amerkan" con man wrote this:

Beware some other person pretends to be me within Skype and Youtubeetc but you have 
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reached the real McCoy. Mquestion is are you reallyWHO and why do you use Yahoo?

I ran for public office four timesbecause of the material I will forward to you within 
the next emailthat was sent to Dr Carley a former ER surgeon in New York as Isupported 
her concerns about the Swine Flu.For the benefit of all in an important time in 
history I truly do hopethat this is not a scam.
We should not toy with the health of all ourchildren for the benefit of the almighty 
buck in Big Pharma's backpocket. WHO must agree mean old EH?Veritas VincitDavid 
Raymond Amos

The "prophet" David Amos "the real deal" ...the "ethical whistleblower" an anilam 
standing truly alone because the scientific world...all of it says he is NUTS.

Like Douglass Bickford in Spokane David is tring to scam a living toscam a buck... 
Stupid is as stupid does...David is responsible for this

New Brunswick Doctor Van Buynder wrote this to our pedophile friend David Amos:Dear Mr 
Amos,I have received today numerous emails from you. My staff have alsoreceived a 
number of phone calls. They have been instructed not torespond and not to tolerate any 
abuse.I would consider further calls and emails harassment and would need toinvolve 
the police. Please stop.I am concerned from the tone of your emails that you may not 
be wellat present.
Can I strongly urge you to consult with your physicianfor a review as soon as 
possible.Dr Paul Van BuynderDeputy Chief Medical Officer / Médecin-hygiéniste en chef 
adjointNew Brunswick Department of Health / Ministère de la Santé Nouveau-
BrunswickTel: (506) 444-2719Fax: (506)
453-8702Cell: (506) 470-1612

No one in the medical world has dissented with the general idea of vaccination and 
that there is a possiblity of a pandemic.... David Amos and the rest of the conspiracy 
retards say the "pandemic" is a plot, a conspiracy for the UN or the New World Order 
or big business, or One World Government, or the illuminati or the Jews to ..."kill us 
all off and rule the world. Or as Alex Jones says..."git yer guns the flus a commin"

David Amoss threatening health care professionals put your kids at risk....he should 
begone..."Amerkan's" suck cock!
Posted by Seren at 7:31 AM
1 comments:

  David Raymond Amos said...
  Your spelling is slipping Mr Baconfat or are you now somebody else who does not 
worry about such a silly thing constantly?

  If I were an Yanke eas you falsely claim how do explain this?

  http://www.cbc.ca/canadavotes2004/riding/026/

  Or this?

  http://www.cbc.ca/canadavotes2006/riding/025/

  or this?

  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nova_Scotia_general_election,_2006

  or this?

  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saint_John_Harbour

  or this?

  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s81-Ln56MQc&feature=channel_page

  I read somewhere that one can measure a man by the strength and number of his foes. 
I must admit I have a lot of them. How about you whimpy?

  It is a small wonder to me that you don't have the balls to truly ID yourself after 
all the people you have attacked in this blog alone.
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  As the expression goes were you born an arsehole or have you worked at it your whole 
life?

  Tell me do you have any friends at all? The people you name and attack are clearly 
friends of mine. I have yet to see you name even one friend of yours. You seem to up 
around the clock. I suspect that you are more than one person because who often 
contradict yourself within this blog. Thus perhaps you have a couple of friends under 
that rock with you EH? Sometimes you have remarked that you could be a lawyer but then 
sometimes you talk as if you are soldier. One thing is for certain you are a rather 
redundant bullshiter.
Not once have you offered any documention to support any of your statements in regards 
to your false allegations against me. Got a lawyer yet Barry Baby or is it the lawyer 
who is on shitty shift tonight? EH Ezra?

  Veritas Vincit
  David Raymond Amos

  October 1, 2009 10:19 PM
Thursday, November 5, 2009
Shut the fuck up....and die Byron Prior
Stop your Fucking whining, Byron Prior! Fuck you!I am sickof you bleating about 
"justice". YOUR MOTHER fucked everyone in your Newfoundland community.
She fucked everyone from you and your siblings to whomever could give her a smoke and 
a drink...to the dogs of the village.

The freemasons are NOT to blame, the orangemen are NOT to blame and if Alex Hickman 
FUCKED your Mother and sister...he was one of hundreds. AND NO ONE CARED, why...is it 
a Newfoundland thing? Byron Prior's father did NOT care who fucked his wife, did not 
care if his children were abused, their Newfoundland villiage joined in the abuse of 
the inbred children...And Now Byron Prior is incarcerated in a Newfoundland "bug 
palace".

If David Amos did any "legal work" for you ...thatis exactly where you belong...hell 
that "merkan" pig probably fucked any number of your kids and the "villiage dog".

Mr. Prior...shut the fuckup and kindly die with some dignity.....you inbred bastard 
Posted by Seren at 6:07 AM
1 comments:

  teslanikola81 said...
  if you want to comment to this bloggers boss here it is!
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